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INTRODUCTION1

Ravening wolves (Mt. 7:15-20) did not cease when the first century
ended. They have been a blight in every century since. They surround
us in the secular world with all kinds of infidelic “isms,” in religious
circles from Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, the New Age, Judaism,
the Far Eastern religions and from even among us in ever increasing
numbers. It is my seasoned judgment that we face more religious error
than in any period of the past. Hence, there is undeniable justification
for a study of this kind. It is an idea whose timely nature has arrived.

It is not popular to oppose error since widely held postmodernism
contends that every man has his own right to craft a religion pleasing
to him and tolerance must be granted for every teaching and practice
which now reigns. The late and lamented Guy N. Woods is remem-
bered for saying so very frequently, "There is only one acceptable
position toward error—opposition and refutation." Many of our
squeamish brethren are unhappy with such a militant mind-set but truth
demands it.

OUR ASSIGNED TEXT 
IN ITS LARGER CONTEXT (Gal. 1:6-9)

This quartet of verses reads:

I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that called you
into the grace of Christ unto another gospel: Which is not
another; but there be some that trouble you, and would pervert
the gospel of Christ. But though we, or an angel from heaven,
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preach any other gospel unto you than that which we have
preached unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so
say I now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you
than that ye have received, let him be accursed.

SOME BACKGROUND OBSERVATIONS

Though some do not believe Paul and Barnabas established
Galatian congregations on that first historic missionary journey (the
South Galatian theory), I have never been favorable toward the
conflicting North Galatian contention. Evidence is abundant indeed for
accepting the South Galatian viewpoint. This latter view took in much
more of Asia Minor than the more restricted North Galatia view. The
South Galatia theory includes Antioch of Pisidia, Inconium, Lystra and
Derbe, cities evangelized on the first trip. This may well account why
Paul referred to Barnabas in chapter two as one they knew and knew
well. Just as the churches of Asia in Revelation 1-3 include a large area
of western Asia Minor, the churches of Galatia (1:2) include a large
geographical area of south cental Asia Minor. Noel Merideth took this
view in his par excellent Commentary on Galatians published in 1981.
It was the same view I took in Studies In Galatians and Philippians in
1986. I favored this view before1986 and still do.

While in that area Paul and Barnabas met with strong resistance
from diehard Jews determined to keep binding Judaism on Christians.
The Judaizers were wedded to Moses—not the sole lawgiver—Christ
(Jas. 4:12). If the South Galatian view is correct, then Paul visited
Galatia on each of his three missionary journeys as per Acts 13-14;
16:6 and 18:23. These churches had been well taught by Paul in person
and by his powerful pen. Hence, there was no justification for their
quick departure from the exclusive Gospel of Christ to a mixture of
Christianity and Judaism with the latter more binding than the former.
Paul recognized the gravity of this quick exit from Christ's Gospel to
another “gospel” not only in Galatians 1:6-9 but also in Galatians 5:1-4.
In the latter passage they were told in no uncertain terms that a return
to Judaism meant a forfeiture of their faith (the truth). It was a falling
away from Christ and spelled eternal Gehenna unless they could be
turned back wholly to truth. Galatians 5:2-4 are very plain and positive.
They read:

Behold, I Paul say unto you, that if ye be circumcised, Christ
shall profit you nothing. For I testify again to every man that is
circumcised, that he is a debtor to do the whole law. Christ is
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become of no effect unto you, whosoever of you are justified by
the law; ye are fallen from grace.

Though there are some 2,500 warnings in Holy Writ affirming the
possibility of apostasy for God's children, this one passage all by itself
refutes Calvinism which denies vehemently the possibility of it.
Galatians would never have been written had Paul been a pro-Calvinist
of the first century.

GALATIANS 1:6-9 CLOSELY ANALYZED

In 1986, I wrote the following comments on verses Galatians 1:6-7.

Paul stood amazed that such was happening to these still recent
converts to Christ. It perplexed him; it disappointed him; it
pained him deeply; it was a strange emerging of something he
had not counted on as occurring. Paul uses the present tense in
the Greek construction which means the process of departing
was going on at the time he wrote this. Were not the brakes
applied and very soon they would be in total apostasy from truth.
Does Paul have in mind their quick removing as dating from the
point of their conversion or from the time the Judaizers came
among them? It could be either for the time was short from either
consideration. However, the latter is preferred. Speedy indeed
was the short interval between the time the false teachers arrived
and their emerging departure from God's generous grace. God
called them by the marvelous means of the glorious gospel Paul
proclaimed (Cf. II Thess. 2:14). The Judaizers were now
persuading them to leave and leave quickly the genuine gospel
to another gospel which is not really another but a system that
was no gospel at all! The Judaizers were seeking to turn them to
a heteros gospel which is a false gospel or a gospel of heretics.
There was no good news in what the Judaizers were seeking to
spawn in their presence and bind as a slave system upon them.

Paul makes crystal clear in verse 7 that it really is no gospel at
all which they seek to force upon you. Paul does not name the
troublers or agitators but the Galatians surely should have
known. They trouble you, make you anxious, fill you with
distress and doubts; they perplex you. Their intent is crystal
clear—they intend to pervert Christ's gospel. They are seeking
to twist it, turn it around, or change it in its entirety. The
Judaizers intended to destroy all Paul had done. Today atheism
seeks to destroy faith in God; modernism seeks to destroy faith
in the Deity of Christ; religious liberalism seeks to destroy the
authority of the one gospel; denominationalism seeks to destroy
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the concept of the one body or one church and substitute a
multiplicity for the singularity as taught by the Saviour. All
troublers or perverters did not die with the first century. Would
God they had but alas they are alive today in mass form.2

In Galatians 1:8-9, we have "A Strict Apostolic Warning."3 Relative to
these two verses, some twenty-five years ago, I wrote:

The Judaizers may have claimed that they represented the
apostles at Jerusalem and whom they constantly sought to pit
against Paul. Such a claim would have been patently false. Paul
says that if he, any other apostle, or even an angel from heaven
preached a different gospel than that initially brought them by
himself, he stood on the treacherous threshold of utter destruc-
tion. The curses of heaven were to be leveled upon such a daring
individual. With repeated force he touches the same matter in
verse 9. There was to be no other gospel save Christ's gospel
either preached or received. Eternal Gehenna will be the sure lot
of the man who preaches another gospel and the one who
receives the same. Paul is boldly intolerant relative to any
perverted gospel and we must be of like temperament. Truth
allows no toleration at this vital junction; it brooks no rival or
competitors—NOT ANY!4

LOOKING MORE CLOSELY AT THE WORD PERVERT

The English word “pervert” in the KJV, the ASV and the NKJV is
derived from the Greek term metastrepho, as per Young's Analytical
Concordance5 or metastrepsai as per Robertson6 or Merideth.7 Greek
scholars such as Young, Robertson and Merideth define it as "to turn
away, turn around, turn about, wish to turn about, change completely
as in Acts 2:20; James 4:9."8 A.T. Robertson adds: “The very existence
of the gospel was at stake."9

Men in masse today seek to pervert it. They do so by adding to it,
deleting from it, modifying it, altering it, changing it, denying it,
mocking it, de-emphasizing it. They pervert it today by denying its
inspiration, its authority, its all-sufficiency, its infallibility, its inviola-
ble nature, its inexhaustible character, its indestructibility, its power, its
profit, and its amazing ability to refute or confute any error, all error
now extant. It is perverted by human creeds, many of the new Bibles,
the Quran, the Book of Mormon, Veda, Darwinism, modernism, the
New Age movement, postmodernism, ancestral religion handed down
from ages past and in the aggregate—ALL doctrines and command-
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ments of men. Jesus warned of this latter in Matthew 15:3-9 and Mark
7:6-13. The masses of men in our day major in Biblical perversions.
They are enemies of the cross of Christ, totally like those of whom Paul
wrote in Philippians 3:18-19. They hate truth and every defender of
truth which includes you and me.

PERVERTERS OF THE GOSPEL IN PAUL'S DAY

The Judaizers were foremost in this wicked work of Gospel
demolition. Their poisonous portrait is drawn sharply throughout
Galatians. They murdered spiritually every soul that embraced their
devilish Doctrines. Paul and Barnabas fought them in Antioch of Syria
and later in Jerusalem (Acts 15:1ff; Gal. 2:1ff). Paul and Barnabas,
along with apostles and elders, contended with them at the Jerusalem
Council as per Galatians 2 and Acts 15. Paul fought them at Corinth as
per 2 Corinthians 3. He fought them in his epistles, such as Romans,
Galatians, Philippians, Colossians and Hebrews. Paul no sooner left an
area he had evangelized but what militant Judaizers followed him
seeking to undo all the great good Paul had done. They were his
lifelong enemies from his conversion to the time Rome martyred him.
They stalked him much like a hungry lion does its selected prey. They
never gave up their purpose to destroy the Gospel in its purity. What a
Satanic agenda they had!

On Paul's and Barnabas' first missionary tour they had a violent
altercation with Bar-Jesus (or Elymas, a Cypriot sorcerer) who sought
"to turn away the deputy from the faith" (Act 13:8). The deputy,
Sergius Paulus, "desired to hear the word of God" (Acts 13:7). Paul
denounced Elymas to his face and brought about seasonal blindness to
this perverter of truth (Acts 13:9-11).

Both in Corinth and among the Galatians, Paul faced adamant
enemies who denied his apostleship and denied for him an equality
with the other apostles. They sought to pervert that which came to Paul
from heaven (God the Father and Christ the Son).

Some at Thessalonica sought to pervert Paul's preaching relative to
the Lord's Second Coming. He wrote two epistles and eight chapters
seeking to clear up once and for all the errors they held toward the
Lord's Second advent. The Doctrine of His Second Coming is among
the clearest teaching of anything we have in Holy Writ.

The Colossian Heresy in Colossians 2 perpetrated perversions
relative to godless philosophy, asceticism, Judaism and dangerous
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views toward the all-sufficient Saviour, the complete Christ. This was
a serious, heretical error and Paul sought to confute it thoroughly. Upon
acceptation of the Colossian heresy, it could undermine the whole
genius of Christianity. Epaphras, faithful preacher at Colosse, fought
it in person. Paul fought it with his pointed and powerful pen as well as
his prayers for them.

Idolatry was prominent among the Gentiles wherever Paul traveled,
especially in the Grecian and Roman world at Lystra, Athens, Corinth,
Thessalonica and Ephesus. Its ardent advocates and persistent defend-
ers perverted monotheism claiming there are gods galore and lords
minus numerical accuracy (1 Cor. 8:5). It was the consensus of one
observer that it was easier to find an idol in Athens than it was a man.

Grecian philosophy, which met Paul in Athens and later in Corinth,
perverted the Gospel of real wisdom. It majored in turning people away
from God's true, wisdom-packed philosophy.

Sadducees in Paul's day perverted the entire Bible scope of final
things by denying the soul, the resurrection, a universal judgment,
heaven for the righteous and hell for the wicked. Like their counterparts
today they viewed man as flesh, blood, bone and tissue with no entity
surviving death. The grave was their terminus. Jesus refuted such in
John 5:28-29 and Matthew 22:23-32. Paul does more of the same in his
monumental defense of the resurrection to certain of denying Corin-
thian readers (1 Cor. 15:1-58). Look at how he dealt with Hymenaeus
and Philetus who had erred greatly relative to resurrection matters
(2 Tim. 2:17-18). Sadducean perversions of Bible Finals were very
serious with the Spirit of truth and Paul the penman. The Sadducees in
these perversions, as we might express it today, were riding a speeding
roller coaster toward Hadean torment and ultimately Eternal Gehenna
(Lk. 16:19ff; Rev. 21:8; 22:15). No perverter is heaven-bound!

PERVERSIONS IN MANY OF THE NEW BIBLES

The Revised Standard Version

The Revised Standard New Testament in 1946, and the 1952
Revised Standard Version Bible (RSV) pioneered the way for massive
perversions to gallop into the New Bibles that would come subse-
quently. The RSV became the father and grandfather of New Bible
perversions. The RSV was put out by modernists, for modernists and
to advance the agenda of modernism. The RSV tampered with
Abrahamic promises in Genesis, the Second Person's Deity in Psalm
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45:6; Isaiah 7:14; Mark 16:9-20; Luke 1:1-4; Romans 11:20; 1 Timothy
3:2; etc.

Here is the highhanded way the RSV men dealt with Mark 16:9-
20—they left it out in their first edition. They have Mark 16 to close
with verse 8 and the words, "for they were afraid." Matthew did not end
his book so abruptly; neither did Luke and neither did John. They did
not leave their concluding syllables hanging in the air as the RSV has
Mark to do in Mark 16:8. Why make Mark do what the other three did
not do? They did put Mark 16:9-20 in footnotes in the RSV New
Testament in 1946 and in the RSV Bible of 1952. Truth belongs in the
text—not just in the footnotes! Later editions of the RSV do contain
these verses in the text. However, that does not justify initially leaving
untranslated twelve verses and some 160 Greek words. They left out of
the chapter more than they put into it! Why the RSV ever had as much
as one professor, one preacher, one elder or one member of the church
defend and use as their selected Bible Study Guide is beyond my
comprehension. For a surety, their well known modernism was on the
front burner when they arrived at Mark 16:9-20.

The RSV men continued their blatant liberalism into the very next
New Testament book—Luke. They impugn Luke's inspiration
promptly. They have Luke to say in Luke 1:3, "[I]t seemed good to me
also, having followed all things closely for some time past, to write an
orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus" (emphasis added).
This is a far cry indeed from the KJV rendering which has Luke to
claim "perfect understanding of all things from the very first" (empha-
sis added). The ASV has "accurately" here. The RSV put "accurately"
in a footnote but just "closely" in the text. One may follow something
or someone closely and yet not be accurate or filled with perfect
understanding.

To add insult to injury the RSV men changed "from the very first"
to "for some time past." What the RSV men did to Luke 1:3 prompted
the scholarly John Scott of the Northwestern University theological
department in his Classical Weekly to say the translators of the RSV
"were guilty of deliberate dishonesty in the unwarranted change in the
wording of this text."10 In his monumental and very scholarly volume
on A Review Of The New Versions, the inimitable Foy E. Wallace, Jr.,
quoted this from Scott on page 363.

In 1 Timothy 3:2 and Titus 1:6 the RSV has as an elder’s qualifica-
tion, "married only once." Their product gives a new dimension to the
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word “inept” and this is a prime example of such! Later, they changed
back to "husband of one wife" which it should have been all along.
"Married only once," if correct, would mean that an elder who lost wife
number one and later married wife number two could not serve in the
eldership for the simple reason that he has been married twice, yet has
been the "husband of one wife" in both cases. It is difficult to eclipse
more ineptness than this! But the RSV men were proficient in ineptness
in both testaments. Yet, myriads of men and women among us have
used it. It is in the pew racks of a large denominational church building
in Ripley. I see it every time I visit a funeral there and I think, "How
pathetic!"

In a series of speeches delivered in California in 1978, Harry M.
Orlinsky, a RSV translator, declared the RSV to be the official, official
mined you, Bible of the liberal Protestant community both in the USA
and in Canada. He was a Jew who denied the virgin birth of Christ and
that the New Testament belongs in the Bible. No wonder Isaiah 7:14
was not safe in his infidelic hands. He is now dead and knows better the
other side of death!

But now to this controversial passage in Isaiah 7:14. The RSV
changed virgin to "young woman." Surely, this was very much to the
total satisfaction of Orlinsky the Jewish infidel toward Christ and the
divine derivation of Christianity. A young woman who conceives a
child is not a sign miraculous in nature. This has happened multiplied
billions of times in the 2,700 years separating Isaiah's age from our era.
Ha almah, the Hebrew term, means the virgin. When the RSV finished
Isaiah 7:14 and Matthew 1:22-23, it had the two passages in hopeless,
hapless and helpless contradiction with each other. But things like this
do not bother modernists in the least. When the NRSV came out in
1989, forty-three years after the RSV New Testament made its devilish
debut, it still has "young woman" in Isaiah 7:14. They never learn!

The New English Bible And Good News For Modern Man

The New English Bible (NEB) and Bratcher's Good News For
Modern Man, a misnomer if ever there was one, joined the RSV with
more modernistic versions for the 1960s. Bratcher has Mary a “virgin”
in his first edition but later changed to “girl” in Luke 1:26-27, just as
the earlier NEB had “girl.” Just like the predecessor, the RSV, these
two have a flagrant contradition between Christ in Matthew 5:17 and
Paul in Ephesians 2:15. The NEB helps out Roman Catholicism in
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Matthew 16:18 with Peter as the Rock on which Christ would build His
church. In this perverted rendering, the NEB "out poped the Pope and
out 'Romed' Rome," as Foy E. Wallace, Jr. stated so correctly. On Acts
20:7, Bratcher has the Troas assembly convening Saturday eve-
ning—not the first day of the week. Also, he has their gathering for a
"fellowship meal" and not the Lord's Supper! As an avowed modernist,
Bratcher has an aversion to the blood passages of the New Testament,
such as Acts 20:28; Ephesians 1:7; Colossians 1:14 and 1 Peter 1:18-
20. This is modernism through and through. These are blood oriented
passages but Bratcher did not like blood in these precious passages
about the precious blood of Christ. Modernism has never been a friend
of Christ's blood. They are ashamed of it. Those who claim the new
Bibles are easier to understand should look at the NEB which preferred
"Whitsuntide” for “Pentecost” in 1 Corinthians 16:8 and “machina-
tions” for “plots” in the ASV of Acts 20:19. “Machinations” is easier
to understand than the one syllable term of “plots” or "lying in wait" of
the KJV?

The Living Bible Paraphrased

In the so-called The Living Bible Paraphrased, Kenneth Taylor
used crude language, filled his product overflowing with Calvinism and
deadly premillennialism. Analyzing the title, the word "The" does not
belong. "Living" does not belong; it is a dead book and not a living
one. "Bible" surely does not belong. It has too much "Taylor-made"
doctrine in it and too little God-made doctrine. "Paraphrased" is also a
misnomer for it does not achieve accuracy in the field of paraphrasing
a message. There is no way the Bible can be paraphrased into an
adamant defense of cruel, cold and calloused Calvinism and pernicious
premillennialism. He claimed his Taylor children had trouble under-
standing the KJV. I, too, have Taylor children and my children
understood what the KJV told them about the Godhead, the seriousness
of sin, the plan of salvation, true worship, Christian living and how to
defend truth when it is assaulted as they grew from childhood into
adulthood. He should have taught his children truth and not denom-
inationalism!

The Reader’s Digest Bible

The Reader's Digest Bible majored in deletion or subtraction.
Those who produced it left out 50% of the Old Testament and about
25% of the New Testament. There are a little less than 800,000 words
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in the Bible and they left out about 300,000 words. They omitted whole
chapters, paragraphs and verses galore.

They realized readers would question them about all these
omissions and devilishly dealt with it. They did not number chapters or
verses. Therefore surface readers of their partial Bible would not realize
just how much of the Bible they omitted. Yet, Bruce Metzger, its
general editor, had the amazing audacity to say that in all these multiple
deletions, they had not tampered with Biblical doctrine!! But doctrine
is teaching and all the Bible teaches. Therefore, any omission adds up
to tampering.

An immediate strike against this pernicious product was its early
affirmation that this product was condensed from the RSV Old
Testament and New Testament. Metzger of Princeton, had he been
willing to learn, should have paid deep attention to an earlier Princeton
professor, Oswald T. Allis, who was a very critical opponent of the
RSV when it came out in 1946 and 1952. Allis knew, and knew well,
that it, the RSV, was put out by modernists, for modernists and for the
avowed intent to advance modernism.

In view of all that Metzger has done in perverting the Word of God,
why are some of our brethren so gung ho on his so-called scholarship?
Metzger has not been a friend and defender of reverent, accurate Bible
translations. Had he been, he would have had no part in putting out a
tampered product—The Reader's Digest Bible.

The Amplified New Testament

The Amplified New Testament, put out by Lockman in California,
majored in additions to what ought to remain as Biblical text. It went
to the other extreme of what Metzger's Bible would do later. Yet, Billy
Graham called it "the best study Testament on the market. It is a
magnificent translation. I use it continually." Those words are found on
the front cover of this so-called translation. Graham's surface knowl-
edge of the Bible and respect for its integrity are manifested in this
recommendation. How much they added to the simple, sublime and
concise beatitudes in Matthew 5:3ff shows careful readers their great
delight in adding to the inspired text.

The New International Version

The New International Version (NIV) came out during the 1970s.
It was bad news for reliable Biblical translations from its initial debut.
One of its main translators, a thorough going Calvinist, has written an
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entire book defending Calvinism—a system filled with devilish
doctrine in all five of its major doctrines—total hereditary depravity,
unconditional election, limited atonement, irresistible grace (or direct
operation of the Holy Spirit on human hearts) and perseverance of the
saints (once saved, always saved). With apologies to a very beautiful
flower, these can be remembered by the letters T-U-L-I-P. The NIV is
flawed with Calvinism. It has babies conceived and born in sin (Ps.
51:5). This is total hereditary depravity in raw form.

Do parents and grandparents who favor the NIV realize that this
version teaches that their babies and grandbabies were sinners from
conception and sinners at the time of birth? The passage is from David.
If David was born totally depraved, so have been all other babies
before him and subsequent to him. David was born into a world filled
with sin and he sinned when accountable. This chapter is speaking
about a man guilty of adultery with another man's wife and the cold-
blooded murder of that man. David is confessing that group of sordid
sins in his adult life—not his condition at conception and birth. Yet,
when the NIV translators arrived at Psalm 139, in the very same book,
mind you, they have David to affirm: "I will give thanks to Thee, for
I am fearfully and wonderfully made" (v. 14). Was David praising God
because he (David) was conceived in sin and born a sinner? Such
inepitude as Bible translators is minus any and all justification.

The NIV, as do most modern translations, has a contradiction
between Christ in Matthew 5:17 and Paul in Ephesians 2:15. They have
Christ deny doing what Paul said He did do.

The NIV will take the Greek term, porneia, a word for “fornica-
tion,” and express it as "marital unfaithfulness"(Mt. 5:32; 19:9). A man
may be unfaithful to his wife in more than sexual infidelity. He can be
unfaithful to her if he beats her, abuses her children and does not
provide her and his children life's essentials. Yet, he may never commit
fornication. Why not leave it “fornication” as our older translations
have for years and the KJV for centuries?

The NIV has people included in Christ at hearing, as per Ephesians
1:13. Then it has people justified at faith, then saved at confession and
then baptized into Christ, as per Romans 6:3 and Galatians 3:27. Are
they telling us that one included in Christ at hearing has to get out of
Christ between hearing and faith in order to be justified by faith? Are
they telling us that between faith and confession one has to become
unjustified in order to be saved at the point of confession? Again, are
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they telling us that between confession and baptism one has to leave the
saved state in order that at baptism he may enter into Christ? And this
is reliability in Biblical translation? In my judgment it fails utterly to be
a reliable Bible. But there is more.

Were I a Jehovah's Witness, I would prefer the NIV on Acts 2:27,
31 to the New World Translation Of The Holy Scriptures. The JWs put
Hades into these two verses. The NIV did not put Hades in either verse.
They put grave but not Hades. Hades is in the Greek; they just did not
pay any attention to it! This is more of their ineptness as translators .

The NIV men have Paul in Ephesians 5:19 to say, "make music"
and not "make melody." Why this change? Music is a generic term and
can be made in three ways—vocally, mechanically or a combination of
both. Why not leave it "melody" as both the KJV and the ASV have it?
Why not just leave it as "making melody?" But change is the name of
the game the new Bible makers favor.

Shortly after the NIV came out in the 1970s I had a good conversa-
tion with brother Guy N. Woods in Memphis, Tennessse, where he
lived at the time. I asked for his evaluation of the newly published NIV.
He responded: "Brother Taylor, as little as I think of the RSV, I prefer
it over the NIV. The NIV is shot through with error!" He emphasized
the last four words. I agreed with him 100% and still do. I have never
recommended it as reliable a single day it has been out and never will.

The English Standard Version

The English Standard Version (ESV) is catching on with far too
many of our brethren. It has many flaws. Yet, I notice in my reading,
especially in lectureship books, some of our brethren will refer to a
passage, exceptionally plain in the KJV and ASV, and yet give what the
ESV has on it. I have not read a single time in its usage that I thought
it added clarity! It has Christ in Matthew 5:17 in glaring conflict with
Paul in Ephesians 2:15. The fault does not lie with Christ, Paul or the
Holy Spirit who inspired both verses but with inept translators who
ought to know more about the law of Moses and the Gospel of Christ
than apparently they do!

Consistently, the ESV refuses to translate fully monogenes in John
1:14, 18; 3:16, 18 and 1 John 4:9, just having “only.” The ESV
translators deal with the mono part of this marvelous word, but leave
untranslated the genes portion of the term. Genes has to mean some-
thing, but what? The ESV leaves its readers in the dark while the KJV
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and ASV had dealt properly, accurately and reverently with the rich
fullness of this tremendous term. And this is reliable translational
work? Not in my judgment.

Why are the valiant verses of Mark 16:9-20 placed in brackets?
What they placed into a footnote is not satisfactory with me at all.
Surely, it is not to you who love every word in Mark 16:9-20 with no
question marks about any of this precious passage.

They did not run out of bracket marks upon leaving Mark 16:9-20.
They bracket John 7:53-8:11—an even dozen verses. The feeble
defense for this translational action on their part registers no merit with
me. These twelve verses belong right where the Spirit and John placed
them and deserve no question marks hanging over them!

In my judgment the ESV on Romans 10:9-10 is not a single whit
above the NIV on this duet of verses.

It is absolutely inexcusable and totally pathetic the way the ESV
messes up 1 Corinthians 7:36-28. The ESV is much closer to the RSV
and the NIV on this trio of verses than to the truth. Relative to marital
matters, Paul is writing about a father and his marriageable daugh-
ter—not a man and his fiancee. In the first century, as well as in the Old
Testament, parents arranged for the marriages of their children, as per
Genesis 24. The ESV takes the ridiculous position that the man here
could decide on keeping his betrothed or fiancee as such never
marrying her. By such he would doom her to perpetual spinsterhood!
Is this what some of our brethren are recommending as reliability in a
version? For a surety, I am not of this number! I see no reason at all for
abandoning the KJV and ASV for it.

PREVALENT PERVERSION'S ADVOCATED AMONG US

Perversion is the order of the day among those who contend for
natural inspiration, thought inspiration or partial inspiration. Such
concepts are at war with verbal, plenary inspiration.

Perversion is the order of the day among those who deny predictive
prophecies of the coming of Christ in the Old Testament in general and
in the book of Isaiah in particular. Abilene Christian University (ACU),
how readest thou?

Perversion is at work among those who are pushing for women in
leadership roles—song directors, prayer directors, Bible School
teachers of both men and women, serving the Lord's Supper, officiating
at the Lord's Table, preachers in the pulpit, deaconesses and elders.
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How long will it be until some contend for the wife to be the head of
the home—not the husband?

Having the Lord's Supper at a wedding, on a Thursday or Saturday
instead of on the Lord's Day is perversion at work. This is tampering
with the worship pattern in the New Testament.

Introducing the mechanical instrument into worship is perversion
at work. Yet, more and more congregations are going this unauthorized
route.

Making the church just another denomination is a perversion.
Earlier this year (2011) two congregations in Jackson, Tennessee,
Campbell Street and Skyline, joined denominations in observing so-
called Holy Week.

Accepting theistic evolution and not creation as taught in Genesis
1-2 is perversion for a surety.

Subverting the plan of salvation for “faith only,” “grace only” and
accepting people as members on denominational baptism are perver-
sions. Far too many of our preachers never give (or seldom give) the
Gospel plan of salvation in any of their sermons. “Shame,” I say, on
such preachers!

Denying we are under any law to advocate that we are totally under
grace is perversion. Have they never read James 2:24; Ephesians
2:8-10; Galatians 6:2 and James 1:25? Does the one lawgiver of James
4:12 not have a law?

Arraying grace and works is perversion. Grace, peace, works and
labor are coupled in the first three verses Paul wrote (1 Thess. 1:1-3).

Caving in to modernism and the new kid on the block—postmod-
ernism—constitutes perversion with eternal consequences. Denying the
importance of doctrine is perversion. Where did we ever get the idea
that doctrine and practice are at odds? They are linked together.
Doctrine is teaching and the whole Bible is teaching. To minimize
doctrine is the equivalent of minimizing the Bible.

These are just a few of the perversions extant among us.

A FIERY JUDGEMENT
AWAITS ALL PERVERTERS OF GOD'S WORD

In Galatians 1:6-9, Paul depicted perverters of the Gospel. In
Galatians 5:1-4, these people have fallen away from grace. Dying in
such they would not inherit the heavenly kingdom but would be
assigned Gehenna, as per Galatians 5:19-21.
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In 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12 we have pictured for us those who were
void of love for truth. They would be vulnerable toward believing a lie.
Paul penned pointedly: "That they all might be damned who believed
not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." Without doubt,
those described perverted truth and loved error. Hadean punishment
and the gall of Gehenna await all who die as Gospel perverters, as truth
deniers.

CONCLUSION

Let us learn, love, live, preach and defend kingly truth. Many years
ago, I was in a Gospel meeting in Lansing, Michigan. One of the elders
was also an attorney in Lansing and had tried cases before the Supreme
Court in Washington, D.C. Before I arose to speak that Sunday
morning, he said something I have never forgotten. He said: "Lord,
may we never tamper with thy Word." Truth was precious to him and
should be to all of us. May we never tamper or trifle with the Word of
God, the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

ENDNOTES
1 All Scripture references are taken from the King James Version unless
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